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- [CubeMaster]{} [@Logophtat:2015:CM3]: a web application that helps users to track the time spent solving a cube. It allows
users to select their favorite cube and track the time for solving it. - [Explorer]{} [@Hansen:2013:EX3]: a platform that
supports and enables collaborative reasoning and learning. This platform was developed as part of the ESCAPE project
[@Hansen:2014:CSS], and allows users to connect their cubes to Explorer through a WebDAV-like protocol. Explorer is an
intelligent agent that collects statistics about the cubes and the user’s individual effort, and sends these to a server. [CubeBall]{} [@Lindsley:2012:CB3]: an educational platform that connects users to cubes through a Web-based 3D physicsbased ball game. The objective is to build a 3D world in which the user has to solve physical puzzles. In order to solve them, the
user can move a cube by dragging and dropping it on the screen. - [CubeFlyer]{} [@Lindsley:2012:CB3]: a 3D physics-based
puzzle game where the player has to move cubes in order to get rid of them. This game was built in order to support and
strengthen the ideas of exploration, experience, and problem-solving that are used in CubeCollab [@Hansen:2014:CSS]. [CubeTime]{} [@Lindsley:2012:CB3]: a tool that allows users to track time on cubes and between cubes. It is based on a
smartphone application that interfaces with CubEdu and notifies the user whenever a given task is started and finished. This
application was developed in order to help students track the time spent between courses. - [CubePair]{}
[@Lindsley:2012:CB3]: a mobile application that connects two users so they can share their cubes. The shared cubes can be
either solved by the two users in order to prove the validity of their own solutions, or they can be solved by a single user. [CubeWorld]{} [@Lindsley:2012:CB3]: an online game that allows users to solve cubes in a series of tasks. Users connect to a
server in order to play 82157476af
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